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Do right, and fear no one
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Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux
Over 80% of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans people voted Democrat in the 2018 midterms.

Why do you think that is?

Trent East Retweeted
StoneToss @stone_toss · Jan 5
gay men smell a fart and be like: ooh la la ❤️...

Trent East Retweeted
Stefan Molyneux @StefanMolyneux · Jan 4
If you’ve only ever called white people “racist”...

Guess what?

You’re a damn racist.

And a coward.
Liberals think James Watson has ruined his legacy when he has actually solidified himself as one of the greatest scientists.

After the cult of liberalism has died, Watson will join the rarified air of men who stood by the truth despite fierce social-religious opposition.

James Watson Won’t Stop Talking About Race

The Nobel-winning biologist has drawn global criticism with unfounded pronouncements on genetics, race and intelligence. He still thinks he’s right, a new documentary finds.

B-b-but I thought race was a social construct :

Genetic differences between human populations: more than meets the eye (link thread):

Show this thread

Not everyone who is an US citizen is an American. Once you understand this, things are easier to understand.

Last night, Rashida Tlaib said “We’re gonna go in there & we’re gonna impeach the motherf*cker.”

Listen up, moron....
The Democrats want Billions of Dollars for Foreign Aid, but they don’t want to spend a small fraction of that number on properly securing our Border. Figure that one out!

Trent East Retweeted

Justice For Pierce Corcoran @Justice4Pierce · Jan 4
My baby brother Pierce was tragically killed in a wreck in Knoxville, TN on Saturday, December 29th, 2018 at 6:33pm. He was hit head on by an illegal immigrant who had no American citizenship, no license and no insurance.

I am making this profile in the hopes of sharing his story.

Justice For Pierce Corcoran

Trent East @SaxonHighlander · 14h
“Only the inferior strive for equality”

Mr. White Puppy @whitepuppyman
The only people who want to be “equal” are inferior ones, incapable of being great: jealous, spiteful, angry, and in most cases too stupid to understand why the disparity exists. So, rather than enjoying the world their betters created, they’d sooner tear the whole thing down.
Westerners loved Shakespeare and Melville and Dickens and Paine, do you really think that the industrial revolution was given birth to by people with the average IQ of current sub-Saharan Africans?

Please, let common sense prevail.

IsaacTDO @IsaacTdo
Replying to @StefanMolyneux @YouTube
I know you're a busy guy and have lots to respond to, I'm just looking for what you think regarding the fact that if 100 years ago the average IQ of westerners was 70, and now its 130, and the average IQ of developing countries is also increasing, how can it be tied to genetics?

Trent East Retweeted
StoneToss @stone_toss · 18h
feminists 👍 misogynists

male feminists are creepy

Trent East @SaxonHighlander · Jan 4
Looks like they're at it again 😒 twitter.com/sigurd_fafnir/

This Tweet is unavailable.

Trent East Retweeted
Niccolo Soldo @V4Analysis · Jan 3
"You have to understand......the company that made the drone that killed your entirely family is run by a female CEO which means diversity and inclusivity, and therefore respect for your people and especially your faith."

Trent East Retweeted
Dyáuspítr 伟大复兴 @Dyauspitr · Jan 3
Information is elusive about the origins of this beautiful design. It's called the Nordic-Celtic Knot, presumably created by the culture that arose from Norse-Celtic interactions during the Viking period. Stunning!
The welfare state can only possibly work with a right IQ population, because smarter people make more money working than being on welfare. Opposite for low IQ

If you want your third world immigration, just know that you will crash the welfare state very quickly

Just a heads up

Trent East Retweeted

cowboy online @WokeManlet · Jan 2
The women of Twitter ask me a lot if there’s a Mrs. Woke Manlet. Well, of course there is. You’re her. And you’re still as perfect as the day we met.

Trent East @SaxonHighlander · Jan 2
“How dare you accuse trans people of changing genders for attention!”

Right.

I,Hypocrite @Iporiginalg

Trent East Retweeted

Anglo-Norman @GoldenEagle_BBC · Jan 2
Apparently being against pedophilia equates to Nazism.

Nice start to 2019.

Unapologetically A Pedo Apologist @BitchForMAPs
Replying to @GoldenEagle_BBC
Another nazi...

Trent East Retweeted

Identitarian Quotes @IdentitarianBot · Jan 2
"White male privilege: getting expelled from school, fired from your job, and having your social media accounts shut down for exercising your first amendment rights in the country your ancestors built upon the framework of a constitution written by white men."

@MiaVendetta110
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